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ABSTRACT 
Information is obtained about best approximation of a matrix by positive semidefi- 
nite ones, in trace norm. The situation is much different from approximation in 
spectral and Euclidean norms. 
Let A,, stand for the space of n-square complex matrices, equipped with 
the cone 9n of positive semidefinite (positive for short) matrices. The cone 
induces an order relation in A,,; A >, B means that both A and B are 
Hermitian and A - B is positive. For each T E A,, its real (or Hermitian) 
part (T + T * )/2 and its imaginary part (T - T *)/2i are denoted by Re( T ) 
and Im(T) respectively, where T * is the adjoint (i.e. complex transposed) 
matrix of T and i =m. Let ITI d enote the positive square root of the 
positive matrix T *T. 
When T is Hermitian, its positive and negative parts are denoted by T+ 
and TP respectively; T+, TP >, 0, T+ Tm = 0, and T = Ti - T-. When T 
is non& (that is, T *T = TT *), th en there is an orthoprojection E (i.e. 
Hermitian idempotent) such that TE = ET and E Re(T) = Re(T)‘. 
Each matrix T E A,, is considered, in an obvious way, as a linear map on 
the n-dimensional Hilbert space C” of complex n-column-vectors. For each 
XGC”, x * denotes the n-row-vector of its complex transpose. For T E JJ? ,, , 
its range and kernel are denoted by ran(T) and ker(T) respectively. 
Besides the spectral (or operator) norm IITII,, various norms are intro- 
duced in A,,. Most important among them are the trace (or nuclear) norm 
\lTlll := trlTI, tr denoting the trace, and the Euclidean (or Hilbert-Schmidt) 
norm jIT112 := (trlT12)‘/2. 
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Our concern in this paper is best approximation of a matrix by positive 
ones. The problem in spectral norm was initiated by Halmos [4]. The problem 
of best approximation in Euclidean norm has a simple solution: for each T the 
matrix Re(T)+ always gives a unique best positive approximation. We shall 
treat best approximation in trace norm (cf. [5]). Our basic tools are the duality 
between trace norm and spectral norm: 
Ilsll, = mu{ Itr(ST) 1: lITIll G l}) (1) 
and the self-duality of the cone 9,; a matrix P is in Pn if and only if 
tr(QP) > 0 for all Q E .Pn. Remark, in this connection, that Re(S) > 0 if and 
only if Re[tr(SP)] > 0 for all P E 9”. 
For each T E A,, , let 
S,(T):=inf{]/T- I’(],: PEP,,}, (2) 
and call a positive matrix P an !,-approrimant of T if ]I T - P II I = 6,(T). T 
admits always an 8,-approximant because of the finite dimensionality of JV, 
and the closedness of 9,. 
THEOREM 1. A positive matrix P is an /l-approximnt if and only if 
there is a matrix V satisfying the following conditions: (a) II V II m =S 1, 
(b)Re(V)<O,(c)Re(V)P=O, and(d)V(T-P)=jT-PI. Znthiscuse, V 
can be chosen cmmon to all /,-approximunts of T. 
Proof. Let @‘, = { X : ]]X]] r < l}. Then the algebraic sum %,, + g,, coin- 
cides with the closed convex hull of f@, U P,,, so that its polar set 
{Y:Re[tr(YX)] <lforall XE~,,+~,} 
is equal to 
{Y: IIYII, < 1 and Re(Y) < O}. 
Since 6,(T) < p means that T belongs to p( @‘, + 9,) the bipolar theorem 
(see [6, p. 1261) yields the following identity: 
6,(T)=max{Re[tr(YT)]:I/YII,=landRe(Y)<O}. (3) 
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Let V be a matrix which attains the maximum in (3); then ]]V]], = 1, 
Re( V) < 0, and Re[tr(VT)] = S,(T). Take any /,-approximant P. Then 
l/T - P]]i = 6,(T) = Re[tr(VT)] 
G Re[tr(V(T- P))] < IIT - PIll, 
which implies that V( T - P) = IT - PI and Re[tr(VP)] = 0 (see [3, p. 1041). 
Then Re( V ) P = 0, because 
tr(P’/2Re(V)P’/2)=Re[tr(VP)] =O. 
Thus V together with any /,-approximant P satisfies (a) to (d). If, conversely, 
V satisfies (a) to (d) with positive P, then by (3) 
S,(T) G IIT - PII, = tr]T - PI 
= Re[tr(V(T - P))] = Re[tr(VT)] =S 6,(T): 
hence P is an /,-approximant of T. w 
THEOREM 2. Zf both P, and Pz are L’,-approrimants of T, then P, - P2 i.s 
unitarily equivalent to Pz - P,. 
Proof. Take a matrix V satisfying (a) to (d) in Theorem 1, with P = P, as 
well as P = Pz. By (a) and (d), both ran(T - PI) and ran(T - Pz) are included 
in ker( Z - V *V); hence so is ran( P, - Pz). Thus V is isometric on ran( P, - P2 ). 
Then by (c), V and i Im(V) coincide on ran(P, - P2), so that Im( V) is 
isometric on ran(P, - Pz). Since by (c) and (d) 
iIm(V)(P,-P,)=V(P,-P,)=V(T-P,)-V(T-P,) 
= IT - P,I - IT - P,I, 
the matrix i Im( V) (P, - Pz) is Hermitian; hence 
Im(V)(P,--P,)=(P,-P,)Im(V), 
which yields the unitary equivalence of P, - Pz and Pz - P,. 
(4) 
n 
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Among all L,-approximants of T, that is, all positive matrices P that 
minimize IIT - PII,, there is always the maximum, the so-called Halmos 
approximant (see [l]). The situation for /,-approximants, however, is com- 
pletely different. 
COROLLARY 3. Zf P, and Pz are t!,-approximants of T and P, > P2, then 
they must coincide. In particular, if 0 is an /,-approxirnant, then it is a 
unique one. 
This follows immediately from Theorem 2 because then P, - Pz > 0 and 
Pz - P, > 0. 
There is known a condition for an L,-approximant of T to be unique (see 
[l]). But we have only a partial result for the uniqueness of L’,-approximants. 
THEOREM 4. Zf Im(T) is semidefinite, that is, 2 0 or < 0, then T 
admits a unique /,-approximant. 
Proof. Since IJT - PII1 = IIT* - PII1 f or every positive P, we may assume 
that Im(T) is positive. Take any two /,-approximants P,, P2 of T, and let V 
be a matrix satisfying (a) to (d) in Theorem 1, with P = P, as well as P = Pz. 
In view of (4), Im(V) makes ran(P, - Pz) invariant. We claim that Im(V) 
coincides with - I on ran(P, - P2). Since by (c), Im(V) coincides with - iV 
on ran( P, - P2), it suffices to show that the Hermitian matrix Im( V) has no 
nonzero eigenvector in ran( P, - P2) corresponding to 1. Suppose, by con- 
tradiction, that Im( V) x = x for some nonzero vector x in ran( P, - P2). Since 
by (c) V*x = - ix, (d) implies 
O<Im[x*Tx]=Im[x*(T- pj)x] 
= - Im[ ix*V(T - P,)x] = - x*IT - Pjlx (j = 1,2>, 
which leads to (T - Pj)x = 0 (j = 1,2), and hence (P, - P2)x = 0, contradict- 
ing 0 # x E ran( P, - P2). Now, with the claim established, P, - Pz = 0 follows 
from (4). n 
In contrast to the approximation in Euclidean norm, Re(T) + is not 
necessarily an /,-approximant of T even if Im(T) is positive. Consider, for 
instance. the 2 x 2 matrix 
T= l+i ’ 
[ i -l”+i ’ 1
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Then 
Supposing that P = Re(T)+ is an /,-approximant of T, let 
be a matrix satisfying (a) to (d) in Theorem 1. Then (c) implies Re( vii) = 0 
and vi2 = - i&i, while (b) implies Re( vaa) < 0. Since 
is invertible, (a) and (d) are possible only when V is unitary. Now (d) implies 
that i( vll + v12) > 0, iv,, + ( - 1 + i)v,, >, 0, and 
iv,,+(-l+i)v,,= -i&-i&. 
This last relation together with “ai = - oi2 implies i( vll + Ez2) - v12 = 0. 
If v i2 z 0, then G2a = ~ii because “ai = - v,a and V is unitary. Then 
0 = i( vll + Cz2) - u12 = 2iv,, - v,~; 
hence 
O<i(v,,+v,,)=(-2+i)v,,, 
contradicting Re( v ii) = 0. 
If vi2 = 0, then ( - 1 + i)v,, > 0; hence va2 is a nonnegative multiple of 
- 1 - i. This is consistent with vii + i&a = 0 only when oa2 = 0, contradicting 
the unitarity of V. Thus Re(T)+ cannot be an e,-approximant. 
THEOREM 5. Zf Re( T) is semidefinite, then Re( T) + is an L’,-approri- 
mant of T. 
Proof. If Re(T) > 0, then for any positive P 
which shows that Re( T) + = Re( T) is an /,-approximant 
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Now suppose that Re(T) < 0. A consequence of the semidefiniteness of 
Re(T) is that ker(T) coincides with ker(T*). In fact, TX = 0 implies 
x * Re( T) x = 0, and hence Re( T) x = 0 by semidefiniteness, which leads to 
T *x = 0. Therefore ker(T) c ker( T *). The reversed inclusion holds analo- 
gously. Now since ran( ITI) = ran( T *) and the orthocomplements of ran(T) 
and ran( T *) are ker( T *) and ker(T) respectively, there is a unitary matrix V 
such that VT = lT( and V coincides with - I on ker(T *). We claim that 
Re( V ) < 0. For this, it suffices to show that every eigenvalue of the restriction 
of V to ran(T) has nonpositive real part. Suppose that Vx = Ax # 0 with 
x E ran( T ). Then 
Xx*JTlx = r*V*ITjx = x*Tx; 
hence 
Re( A) = 
x* Re(T) x 
x*ITIx 
< 0. 
With the claim established, V with P := Re(T)+ = 0 satisfies (a) to (d) in 
Theorem 1. n 
COROLLARY 6. Zf T is a normal matrix, then Re(T)+ is an /,approxi- 
mant of T. 
Proof. For normal T, there is an orthoprojection E such that TE = ET 
and E Re(T) = Re(T)‘. Let F = Z - E. Since Re(ET) = Re(T)+ > 0 and 
Re( FT ) = - Re( T ) < 0, we have by Theorem 5, for any positive P, 
and 
IIFT - FWI, 2 IIFTIIL 
Then it follows from the general identity 
llslll = II-W, + IIFSII, whenever SE = ES 
that 
IIT-(EPE+FZ’F)/I,>llT-Re(T)+I/,. 
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Finally apply the inequality (see [3, p. 821) 
which shows that Re( T)+ is an /,-approximant. n 
This corollary is a special case of some results for normal approximation 
by Bouldin [2]. 
Even if T is a normal matrix with positive real part, Re( T) + = Re( T) is 
not necessarily a unique e,-approximant. This can be seen by considering 
T= 1+i 0 
[ 0 1 l-i .
In fact. both 
Re(T)+= I and p= 1 I 
[ 1 1 1 
are t!,-approximants: 
]IT - Re(T)+ l/r = IIT - PII1 = 2. 
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